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L.O. To gain ideas for creating a character to 
add into our story. 

By reading a WAGOLL and identifying the 
similarities and differences. 

Curiosity

Discipline 

What are we learning?

How?

Learning habits.

Read the story together again. 

Discuss the task for the week:

- we are going to be adding in our own character to help

- changing the ending. 
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Last week you were asked to develop a new character for the 
story. 

Here's Miss Marsden's: 

Miss Marsden has added her new character into the story: 

Mr Johnson, Mrs Johnson, the boy, the girl, the dog, the cat 
and the mouse all pulled and pulled but still, the turnip did not 
move. 

In a field sat a lazy cow. The mouse called to the cow, "Cow please 
come and help us pull this turnip out with your strong horns". The 
black and white cow was too tired and ignored the mouse. Mrs 
Johnson shouted to the cow, "Cow, please help. If you do, you can eat 
some of this delicious turnip". Suddenly, the greedy cow jumped up 
and began pulling the turnip out with the family until... POP! The 
turnip was free. 
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In a field sat a lazy cow. The mouse called to the cow, "Cow please 
come and help us pull this turnip out with your strong horns". The 
black and white cow was too tired and ignored the mouse. Mrs 
Johnson shouted to the cow, "Cow, please help. If you do, you can eat 
some of this delicious turnip". Suddenly, the greedy cow jumped up 
and began pulling the turnip out with the family until... POP! The 
turnip was free. 

Discussion Changes/similarities/character/ traits from character added from my plan to the story/ format and pattern of the story the same?

Final activity: 

Make notes from your discussion from the last slide. 

If you haven't done already, design your character. 


